MASTERCLASS

Growth mindset in action
SEPTEMBER 22nd 2021, GRAND PARK HOTEL ROVINJ

Skip Bowman
Leading European speaker on Growth Mindset,
Leadership Development and Organizational Change

Skip is an inspirational keynote speaker, writer, and facilitator on transformational
global leadership. With a strong foundation in Organizational Psychology and
research, his programs catalyse growth, inspire cultural change, and drive global
collaboration. He is one of Europe’s leading speakers on mindset: the science of
how we think and behave. Skip is a highly respected leadership trainer, coach, and
transformational consultant with some of Europe’s most innovative companies.
He has created successful tools that enable leaders to disrupt self-handicapping
thinking and behavioural patterns to release their personal and relational potential.
Ground-breaking results are possible, when leaders and organizations adopt the
4 constructive mindsets: Achievement, Growth, Recognition and Collaboration.
But to do that, you need to become aware of and tame defensive mindsets of selfpromotion and self-protection.
With a Constructive Mindset, leaders can build the teams and organizations
that produce more value, serve their customers more effectively and create
blockbuster innovations. It’s a scientifically proven approach that enables strong
outcomes combined with strong relationships.
Author, consultant and inspiring speaker, Skip Bowman brings humor and delight
to his audiences.
Skip’s mission is “to make global organizations safe or great work”.

This masterclass will help you answer these questions:
• What are the challenges implementing a growth mindset in a team or
organization?
• Why is a growth mindset more threatening than you might expect?
• How to handle some of the classic forms of resistance to a mindset
transformation?
• What does a growth mindset inspired change program look like?

APPLY
MASTERCLASS FEE WITH SKIP BOWMAN INCLUDES:
Leadership program - additional lecture and Q&A in Grand Park Hotel, Ballroom
VIP dinner at Laurel & Berry Restaurant, Grand Park Hotel
Participation on both days of the HR Days conference, 22-23 September 2021

